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Abstract 

A soft~.yare system to build econometric 
models that have nonlinear relations 
requiring simultaneous solution is 
described. The system is presented in the 
context of a Canadian government research 
project that constructed a model of 
almost 1,60n equations. The system, which 
is designed to exploit the modular nature 
of the modelling process, contains 
programs that assist in the tasks of data 
management, estimation, solution, 
analysis, and reporting. Proarams are 
provided to facilitate documentation of 
the model and error checking at the 
critical decision points of the model 
building process. Inputs of researchers 
generally are in the language familiar to 
economists and other social scientists, 
and little training has been required to 
integrate new researchers into the 
Canadian project. All parts of the 
system, which is fully documented, are 
operational. Some programs are 
operational on several systems. 
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"anagement, Desearch Management, 
Econometric Research Process, Economic 
~esearch, Project ~anagement, Large 
'1odel, Equation Estimation, Nonlinear 
Systems, Simulation, canada 

CR CATEGORIES: 3.31, 3.51, 4.42, 5.41, 
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of econometric 
models has been a prominent 
characteristic of economic research over 
the last two decades. In macroeconomic 
research, or the study of major 
aggregations of economic activity, such 
models attempt to represent, in a 

consistent manner, the complex 
interactions of the economic process 
under reviews. Stated in equation form, 
such models ma V be described a s :  

Yit =f (Bn, v it, Nmt,Y t- j, X t-k, C i ) 

or, the ith endogenous value in period t 
may be a function of some endogenous and 
exogenous value(s) in period t and of 
some endngenoun and exogenous value(s) in 
periods earlier than t. Optionally, the 
e~uation may ~e subjected to constant 
a~just~entn. Tn the oeneral case, the 
system of e~uations will include 
nonlinear specifications and will be 
simultaneous. 

In formulatina a model, the 
econometrician useq statistical tools to 
tent alternative economic theories of 
individual relations against available 
data. P~en all equations in the model 
are specified and coefficients are 
estimated, the model is solved and its 
properties are analysed. This almost 
al~.Tays leads to an iterative process in 
which there is a continuing interaction 
bet~een solution of the model and 
respecification of individual equations. 
Finally, the model is run under 
alternative assumDtions, the results are 
reported, and the model is documented. 
Thin view of a model's development 
suggests a modular oroanization for the 
research process. 

In a static sense, modularity 
can be rationalized on conventional 
efficiency grounds, for the skills 
necessary for data gathering and 
maintenance, equation specification and 
estimation, system solution and analysis, 
and report generation can be 
distinguished. 

modular organization becomes 
imDerative for large econometric models, 
mainly because size sharpens the 
specialization requirement and the 
corollary need for resource management. 
~mong other, more obvious tasks, the 
project manager must ensure that 
specification of equation blocks by the 
different teams of economists is 
compatible with economic theory and does 
not build in exolosive structures. 
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I Ie  also must identify the prospective 
demands on the model's services, ensuring 
that the equation structure permits easy 
use of the model for analytical studies 
and conditional forecasts. Fe budgets 
available resources during the model's 
construction, ensurinq that data is 
available for the economists estimating 
equations and shifting resources to those 
research areas that are falling behind 
schedule. Hainlv because he is likely to 
have the best giobal view of the model's 
purposes and structure, he becomes most 
actively involved in the mechanics of the 
process at that point where the bloc]-g of 
equations are brought together and the 
model is tested for its dynamic 
properties. Finally, he must ensure that 
prospective users of the working model 
are informed of its capabilities and 
limitations. 

The management and software 
system described below was used to 
develop an econometric model for the 
CANDIDE Model I.~ project, an 
inter-agency activity of the Canadian 
government. A description of the mode] 
structure may be found in [1]. That 
model, which has been operational since 
January 1972, solves for almost 1,60~ 
endogenous variables, uses more than 3n~ 
exogenous variables, and depends on more 
than 18,000 coefficients. For purposes 
of simulating the system under 
alternative assumptions, the model is 
available to all the agencies of the 
Canadian government that participate in 
the project, mhe model soft,Tare was 
developed under CP-67/CMS and is 
operational on that system. The complete 
set of software also is operational for 
O~/36~. Some programs also are 
operational under other systems. 

The plan of this paper is to 
present a detailed description of the 
soft~,are system and the division of human 
activity employed to support the C~HDIDE 
project. A schematic of the 
organization, software, and processing 
used in that project appears as Fig. I. 
Because we view the research process as 
recursive, the discussion below is 
organized to cover, as phases, those 
activities that tend to have the most 
interaction. The data mangement, and 
equation specification and estimation 
activities are treated as the first 
phase. This is followed by a description 
of the "language" used to define the 
model in executable form. The third 
section describes the software that 
solves the system of equations and 
nrepares the output for report 
generation. The final section describes 
such facilities as cross-referencing and 
optimal ordering that are particularly 
helpful in the development and 
maintenance of large models. 

Figure I 
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DATA MANAGE.~IENT; EQUATIOU SPECIFICATION 

~verall Structure of the Project 

The first meetings to organize 
the CANDIDE project were held in January, 
1971. The human resources available to 
the project included approximately a 
dozen economists, most of whom had 
several years of experience in 
specialized research subjects and were 
familiar with the data bases associated 
v rith those subjects. None had any 

Pnowledge of higher-level languages and 
only a few had even casual experience in 
the llse of "canned" programs that 
generally support economic research. Two 
softvzare packages -- one for data 
maintenance and the other for equation 
estimation -- that had been operational 
for several yearn were available. The 
Canadian federal government's major data 
base for variables of principal concern 
to economists, moreover, could produce 
copies of selected information in the 
structure used by both of the available 
softv~are packages. ~ non-economist with 
a year's experience in the use of the 
data management softv~are was hired to 
serve as the manager of the data base. 
Two programmers were temporarily 
commissioned to assist in the development 
of the software for model simulation. 

Given these resources, t~,7o 
factors were emphasized in the 
development of the model definition and 
simulation softv~are. The system is 
flexible in the sense that any subset of 
the model can he defined, estimated and 
simulated independently of the rent of 
the model and reflects an attempt to mahe 
use of special ]<nowledqe. The convention 
that the definition of equations should 
be expressible in the quasi-algebraic 
form with which economists are familiar 
is adhered to. The second focus, in the 
design of the system stems from the 
estimate that for each definition of the 
model, some multiple number of simulation 
runs will be made to test the performance 
of the model or to make conditional 
forecasts. Thin forces a clear emphasis 
on minimizing core requirements at the 
simulation, or solution stage. In that 
stage, only those values necessary for 
solving one perio~ are held in core. 
Lagged values are "tattered", that is, 
space in memory is reserved only for 
those values of a variable for which lags 
are necessary. 

A file that we, by convention, 
refer to as the ~UEMONIC Table integrates 
the first stage of the ~odel ' s 
development. It documents responsibility 
among economists for data reliability and 
for equation estimation of each variable. 
As an input to the DATAPREP program, it 
is critical to the software in that it 
establishes the block (and equation) 
structure of the model, and the ability 
to convert symbolic expressions of 

eouations to am array form. It also 
enta~linhes mo~t of the dimensions of 
data arrays used bV later programs. The 
blocP an@ eq~atJon structure generally is 
determined from economic theory. (The 
specification, for example, of 
d~agqregated con~mption functions 
almost certainly will he "modelled" in a 
~atter~ed for~.) ~ fixed-length record 
file, t~i~ Table prov!~e~ for every 
variable u~e~ in the model, it~ block and 
e~uation number, the length of the 
longest lag associated with this variable 
in an,, equation, an~ a short descriptive 
title to identify the ~E~'~']IC. The 
variable al~o in characterized as being 
exogenous or endogenous; and if the 
latter, it further is clannified either 
as a behavioral or identity equation. 
Exoqenou~ variables are treated as 
memher~ of Blocl- 0. This Table, which in 
CAND~D~ ~,~a~ maintained with the file 
maintenance facilities available under 
CP-67/C"~ by the data manager, was 
constructed concurrently ~ith the 
gathering of data and estimation of 
eauation~. ~i~o during this stage of the 
model's development, the table documented 
responsibility among the economists for 
data reliability and equation estimation 
of each variable. 

^ccumulatlon and ~aintenance of Data 

The mechanics of data 
maintenance were handled ~y the data 
manager, mainly to exploit the advantages 
of npecializatiom but also to minimize 
the danger of duplicate series. The 
soft~,,are system used is the DATABANK 
nroaram [ 2,3 ] , which has been in 
Widennread use in Canada and elsev~here 
since earl,, 1066. Thin feature is 
si~mificant in that a considerable share 
of the data needed to formulate the model 
v:as immediately available to the 
economist~ in the DATAPANK structure from 
the CAU~ I TM data base, the federal 
government'~ statistical base maintained 
hy ~tati~tics Canada [4]. ~ number of 
other data~ase~ needed by the 
researchers, moreover, were available in 
DAT~ BA~IY format. 

The DATABANK program is 
denigned to maintain data in time series 
form om magpetic tape. necordn are 
variable-leDgth and are stored in binary 
form. In addition to values for each 
time per iod, which may he annual, 
guarterl~f, or monthly information, each 
recor~ may comtain title, source, and 
note informatio~ in the series. The 
serie~ is ident~ fled ~v a ~q~E~ONIC. 
Ont~onall~,, sec~rJtv codes for Durposes 
of retrie~ral and editing may he 
a~sociate~ with each series. ~s a rule of 
thum k, approximately In,nnn ~eries could 
he nlaced on a nin~le_ 2,dnn foot reel of 
ta~e. mo minimize processing time 
dedicate~ to mairtenance, the file is not 
qortec~ an~ all edits are held in core. 
Depending, obviously, on the area 
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reserved for edits, this limits the 
number of edits that can be performed at 
any one time and makes the program 
particularly efficient for large-core 
computers. For a case in which the 
number of edits ~.n one pass of the file 
is limited by setting the number of edit 
requests to 2,0S0 new, single-precision 
words of information, D~TAB~H[ runs on 
an IBM/360 in a little more than 160K, 
exclusive of buffer area. The program 
presently is implemented on CDC and 
U~]IVAC equipment as well. 

DATAB~H[ performs many of the 
operations conventionally associated with 
the addition, deletion, and modification 
of sequentially organized records. 
necords can be listed and indexed and can 
be copied in whole or in part onto other 
tapes. A full set of information also 
may be punched as card output for 
transfer of the data bet~een different 
systems. A listing of the operations 
currently in the system is provided as 
Fig. 2. 

Figure 2 

DATABANK Operations 

Edit Phase 

Change parameters 
Drop a series 
Change security code of a series 
Change identifying code of a series 
Replace notes 
Add ~,~ord noting verification 
Replace a given number of data values 
Drop years from either end of a series 
Add new years to either end of a 

series 
Replace short title information 
~eplace source information 
Change edit security code of a series 

Add Phase 

Constrtlct a master file with indicated 
series 

Add ne~ series to a mater file 

~pecial Operations 

Check, update, or merge master files 
Control print of audit trail in edit 

phase 
Copy an old master file to a new 

master for a specified range or 
for particular series 

Index the series on a master 
Print, in full, the series on a master 
Control input devices for other 

operations 

Estimation of Equations 

The economists involved in the 
project were responsible for the accuracy 
of the data in an accounting sense and, 
as noted, ~ere involved primarily in the 
estimation of equations by block. The 

soft,.are used for both purpose~ was the 
~A~SAC~ nrogram [3,5], a system in 
oneration also since In66. Considerable 
modificat~on~ and extension~ to the 
program have be~n made ~ince that time. 
~'AF~GV n is ~e~qned mainlv as a 
manip1~]ator of time ~eries information 
~,here the oDeran~s usually are vectors 
but may be arravs in some instances. Tt 
~as Drocram~e~ mainl,, to perform such 
stap~ar~ statistical nroce~ures as linear 
an~ nonlinear mu!t~Dle regressions, 
distributed la~s, instrumental variables, 
three-pa~s lea~t s~ares, and regression 
models ~ith auto-correlated residuals. It 
also ma~, be u~e~ to ~enerate output ta~es 
in user-specifhe~ format~, minally, it is 
u~e4 to punc I~ out the coefficients 
aenerated from re~re~sion operations. A 
li~tinq of the operations currently in 
~ c ~  n is provided in Fig. ~. Data 
inputs are allowe~ for variable-length 
records in DATAZA~![ format and for 
fixed-lengt ~ records, either in a 
preDefined format or in a u~er-supplied 
format. 

~s with the DAmABANK program, 
~'A~SAGFR was designed to tape advantage 
of high-speed memory an8 accordingly, the 
amount of data that cam be manipulated in 
one run is restricted bv the size of the 
working arrov that conveptionally is set 
at i~,~ nm locations. ~or ~ome, this is 
restrictive, but it is possible to re-use 
columns in t~e data matrix for different 
calc~llations. ~'ith the working array set 
at lq,~ locatio~, ~,~c~R runs in 
a%~out 18~F on an IP~/3~ ~, exclusive of 
buffer areas, mhe program presently is 
imnlemente~ al~o on eDC and !~IVAC 
equipment. 

The use of these ~.,o programs 
to build, maintain, an~ verify the data 
base, and to specif~, and estimate 
equations too]- the team of economists a 
little more t~an nine mont~s, at which 
time a "first pass" set of equations had 
been defined. Estimation was performed 
u~ing the technique of mrdinary Least 
Squares. For purposes of estimation, 
~¢A~A~E? control dechs ~.~ere set up to 
perform three basic ta~ks for each 
behavioral eouation: (a) ma]-e an 
estimate of the equation, (b) punch the 
coefficient values, and (c) punch 
DATAnAUV control cards that were used to 
create a ~ P ~ Z  tame of the calculated 
values for all stochastic equations. 
Control decks were maintaine~ as card 
file~ an~ almost all estimation was 
performed with remote batch ~acilities. 
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Figure 3 

~gAS SAGPR Operations 

Unary Operations 

log (e)X 
log (10)X 
sin X 
cos X 
X~*w 
e~X 
X (t)-X (t-k) 
X (t-k) 
I/× 
Cumulator (backwards and/or forwards) 
c~X 
SORT (X) 
Index (deflate a series) 
Collapse over a specified range 
c+X 
Scaling 
Move from one storage column to 

another 
Delete data values 
Rank values 
Three-group values 
Percent change 
~eighted moving sum 
Truncation 
Row and column shift 
Absolute value 
Base 10 antilog 
Max (X (t) , Z(t-1)) 
Sign of X 

Series Generation 

Random number generator (D,I) 
Dummy (I,0,...) 
Time trend 
Constant term 

"~ultiple Operations 

X+Y 
X-Y 
X~Y 

~'Teighted sum of variables 
Summation of contiguous variables 

Input and OutDut 

Output by variable 
Output by observation 
Core save 
Core restore 
Input of individual elements 
Generalized input 
Punch out regression coefficients 

Pegression Analysis 

Multiple regression 
Three-pass least squares 
Nonlinear regression 
Instrumental variables regression 
Residual analysis 
Generation of distributed lags -- 

Almon 

~igure 3 (cont.) 

Fisher in~truwental variables 
~utocorrelation -- vildreth-Lu 

Merlove 

~Decial operations 

and 

~ultiple plot 
~imDle plot 
"eport generation 
cro~rth rates 

~'atrix ~perations 

~'atrix Operations 

~ODEL DEF!}~ImIO~, AND SPECIFICATION 
A}~AI.YS I .~ 

As blocks of equations became 
available, the~, %~re integrated into the 
model, mhis tas~ also was performed by a 
team of economists. ~mong other problems, 
the "language" employed to define the 
model for simulation differs from that 
use~ to estimate equations. ~ecourse to a 
single team to maPe the transfer is not 
necessary; but for CANDIDF, it allowed us 
to exploit the benefits of specialization 
in that this small group ~uic~ly became 
familiar ~ith the model "language" and 
with the steps necessary to cn~ure that 
the transfer was properly accomplished. 
This was deemed to have been accomplished 
~.,hen the simulation of a ~lock, using 
actual val1~es on the right-hand side of 
each e~uation, yielded the same results 
a~ were produced during estimation. The 
team that performed this task was 
composed almost entirely of economists 
not involved in the original estimation 
wor)*. Perhaps the greatest value produced 
by thi~ ~eparate, single-team approach 
lay in the fact that the transfer served 
to check, at this early stage in the 
model's development, on the clarity of 
the documentation provided by the 
estimating teams. Two programs -- 
DATAPRFP and ~nDCE~ -- support this 
integration sta~e. 

Function~ of DATAPPE~ 

The ~T~PwEP program performs 
three tasks. Given a ~E'~ON!C table and 
a file of the coefficients, it sets the 
di~ension~ of the arrays used in the 
simulation orooram amd constructs sets of 
pointer~ that permit the translation of 
~vm~olic variable name~ into a~solute 
addre~se~ within the arrays used in the 
simulation program, she program also 
nreDare~ an output file that provides the 
values of the exogenous variables that 
are needed hy the sim111ation program. 
~or sim~l!atio~ over all or hart of the 
~am~le period, and to start any forecast, 
that output file also will include values 
for the endooenous variables. Data 
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generally are provided to this program by 
the DATABA~K-structured master tape, but 
may also be entered from fixed-length 
record files. This phase of the system 
is necessary, because data on the master 
tape are organized sequentially by 
economic time series, and a transposition 
of the data is necessary since the 
simulation program expects its data by 
time period. The DATAPREP program also 
has features designed to support the 
previous stage of a model's development. 
It may be used to check the MNE~ONIC 
table for missing and duplicate 
equations; to provide a listing of the 
~9~E~O~IC table; to check for duplicate 
sets of coefficients; to provide a 
listing, by block and equation, of the 
coefficients; to provide a listing of the 
variables that are in the ~"~]E~O~IC table 
but not on the master tape; and to 
provide a compact listing of the values 
of the endogenous and/or exogenous 
variables. 

This program presently is 
implemented only under ~S/36n and 
CP-67/C~IS. The size of the program is 
mainly a function of the number of 
variables in the model and of the number 
of periods that are to be simulated. ~or 
the almost 2,00n-variable CA~IDE 
project, and allo~ing for up to 2~ 
periods of data preparation, the program 
runs in about 28~K under O~/36~. 
obviously, the size of the program could 
be reduced drastically by using 
direct-access techniques to make periodic 
dumps of the data matrix that is to be 
transposed, but our estimate is that the 
increased use of system resources and 
prolonged execution time ~,~ould sharply 
increase run costs. 

Functions of MODGE~ 

As in most simulation systems 
that process econometric models, the 
definition of a model in this system uses 
a "language" that is quasi-algebraic in 
form. Since declarations, or the 
characteristics of each variable are 
defined in the ~E~O~IC table, the 
description of equations in each block is 
particularly straightforward in 
appearance and provides an immediate 
means of documenting the model. (~o he 
complete, such documentation requires a 
listing of the coefficient values, %,hich 
may be obtained from the DATAPqEP 
program, and a listing of regression 
statistics, which may be obtained from 
the ~ASSAGER program.) The program 
--~'ODGE?~-- that processes thi~ code 
translates it into FORTP~?] statements 
describing all variables in terms of one 
of five vectors: E (endogenous variables 
in period t), X (exogenous variables in 
period t), EL (endogenous variables 
lagged), XL (exogenous variables lagged), 
and S (the calculated variables of period 
t). It is not necessary to code the 
values of the regression coefficients 

into eac~ equation. Tkeu are coded as 
9's and are repre-~ented in the FORTqAN 
code as elements in a vector (P,). In 
simulation, their value"` are nrovided by 
the file prnduced hV the DATAPREP 
nro~ram, mhi"` scheme permits the 
re-esti~atiop of coefficient values with 
no cban~e to the model description. 
~inallv, constant ar~ ju~tments to an 
e~uatio~ are exnressed as elements of a 
vector (C) . All e~uation~ must he 
norma I i z e~1. 

E~uations submitted to the 
system ma- contain legal mnemonics, 
arithmetic operator~, the assignment sign 
(=) , parentheses, arithmetic function 
name-,, ~nP, E~ operators, and 
coefficients, which may he e~pressed as 
B's or real numbers. ~nemonics that are 
global to the model are expressed as a 
2-~ character alphanumeric string whose 
first character is alnhabetic and that is 
de finecl in the '~E~"nN~C table. The 
arithr~etic operators are +, -, *, /, and 
• ~; the Fe~n~ .~ ~ymhols for addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division, 
and exDn~e.ntiation, respectively. 
Arithmetic function name~ may ~e either 
~NqmDA,~ library f~inction names or 
u~er-defj ~ec ~ ~ORT~A~ subprograms 
available in t~e simulation module. 
Arit~metic operators and parentheses 
follo~., the syntax and nrece~]ence defined 
for them in t~e ~r~qTPAN language. 

T},e ~imulation nro~ram stores 
all coefficients se~uentiallv, ordere~ hy 
bloc)- an~ e~u~tJ on nu~her. ~'ithin the 
v~nmD~%~ ~u%,routine generated %~y ~DCF~-~, 
the address of a coefficient in the B 
array is referenced, starting ~Tit ~ R(1) 
for the first coefficient in the first 
behavioral e~uation in the block as 
declared in the ~'~E~'~]!~" table. Given 
the pointer~ provided hv DAmAPRFF, ~'~DGE77 
determine~ the index of the first B for 
eac~ eguation. T~i~ index is set as the 
initial value of a counter that is 
incremented at each occurrence of an 
un~ubscripte~ ~ withim the equation. 
~sum!ng that t%e equation processed has 
been identifiec] in the ~E"~!C table as 
the fourth, and that equations one 
through t~ree required 5 coefficients, an 
input code of: 

,,,oul~ ~ ~roduce (regardless of the block) 
~On~D~ ~ CO&]e Of : 

S(~!) = B(~)+P(7)*v(1) 
Coefficients ma~, alan be coded in 
su~scrimte~ ~ form, ~.,bicb may ~,e ~se.~ to 
hand!~ multiple r~feremceq to the same 
coeffici~ntq or to accommodate a 
different orderi~ ~m the original 
st~ra~ of the coefficients. 

~brou~h ~ODC~T operators, 
lags, distr ~.~uted lag~, first 
differqmce~,, relative change, percentage 
chan~e, amd ~ummatiom can he introduced 
a~ nrimiti~,e oDerator~. T, ag~ and 
distrih[~.ted la~s are ~i~nalled hy the use 
of the de!imiter~, < and >, or [ and ], 
that hound signed or unsigned (if 0) 
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integers describing the length of the 
lag. For simple lags, C~NP [-I ] , which 
represents the endogenous variable 
C~fP (t-1) , would be translated to an 
address in the EL array. The notation is 
available for lagged expressions. If expr 
i~ an arithmetic expression ~of 
potentially lagged) variables and n 
denotes the length of the lag, the 
expr[-n] denotes a lag of n periods on 
each mnemonic variable in the.--, expression. 
For example : 

B% (ENI-EN2) [-I ] 
is expanded to: 

B* (EN1 [ -1  ] -EN2  [ -1  ] ) 
before it is translated; and 

B* (E~]I-EN2 [-I ] ) [-1 ] 
is expanded to: 

B~ (ENI [-I ]-EN2 [-2] ) 
before it is translated. Coefficients are 
unaffected. 

The distributed lag of an 
expression expr from period t-n bac}- 
through t-m is represented by: 

--expr [-n ,-m] . 
If the coe f--~ci~nt ~ occurs within the 
expression, then 

(B~EN 1/E~]2) [0,-2] 
is expanded to: 

(B (index) ~Et!I/EN2) 
+ (B (index+1) ~ENI/EN2) [-1 ] 
+(B (index+2) *ENI/EN2) [-2] 

t,hich then is expanded by the simple lag 
operator before it is translated. 

The difference operator, which 
is denoted by the symbol D, is performed 
only for first differences. In general, 
if expr is an expression, D(expr) is 
expanded to (expr-expr [-I ] )-----~e fore 
translation occurs. Higher order 
differences may be coded by using nested 
D operators; e.g., D (D (expr)) . The 
relative change operator, which is 
denoted by the symbol o, and appears as 
Q (expr) is expanded to 
( (expr- (expr) [-1 ] ) / (expr) [-I ] ) . The 
percentage change operator, %:hich is 
denoted by the symbol P, and appears as 
P (expr)__ is equivalent to Q (expr) • I 0q. 
Finally, the sum operator (S) permits 
summation of an indexable expression. The 
expression : 

n 
~" expr ( i ) 

i=m 
can be coded-~s : 

S(i= m,n:expr(i)) 
Specifically, the expression: 

9 
ENI = E (.75) ~,N2i_1 

i=I 
would be coded as: 

ENI=S (I=I ,~ : (. 75~*!) ~F,t~2 [I-1 ] ) 
Logical operations can also be 

placed into a block of code for purposes 
of introducing "rules" into the model, or 
for generating matrix operations. Two 
card types are provided. The F or 
FORTRAN card is processed with no 
mnemonic substitution or operator 
expansion. This card type is used to 
introduce local variables into the 

program, and to insert C~mN, CONTINUE, 
and ot~er FOPT~AN control statements. 
The S or ~UB~mlTUmI~N card allows the 
introduction of ~RT~AN statements 
referring to mnemonics in the model. 
Thus, decisions based on the value of a 
variable can be introduced. By enclosing 
a mnemonic in apostrophes, the index of 
that variable can be generated, and in 
conjunction with F cards, is used in 
generating DO loops whose index is to 
range over a contimuous set of variables. 
Finally, C or CO}~E?]T cards can be used 
to provide for titling of equations. A 
representative set of the code used in 
the CA'~D!DF project is presented as Fig. 

~igure ~I 

£ample of ~ODGE~; Code 

B 21 BAI, A~CF nF P~y~E~]T~ BLnCK 
C DIRECT !%VTE?m. !}] CA}]ADA B~$ U.,q. 
E 1 D!FU~=B+B*C!~Em+ (~*~I~TDB) [-I ,-3] 
2 + (~* , .n )  [ -1  , - 3  ] 
C DI#£C m !~;~ZE~T. I~ CA~ADA BY ROW 
E 2 D!Rnw=R+(9*qI~]DB) [ q . - 3 ]  
2 + (B*RI,t~T'~) [ -1  . - 3 ]  
C DIRFCT !~ZF~T. B~[ CANADA IN U.S. 
E 3 DIRUS=B+B~0NALE+(B*DI~]DB) IN,-3] 
2 + (B*TR) In,-3] 
C DIRECT !:']~rE~T. BY CA~]ADA I~_~ ROW 
F, L, DIAPRO=~+BsrZ}]ET+(B*RLU[() [-I ,-3] 
2 +B* (D!AB~O [-I ] 
3 - (B (I) +B (2) ~C!NET [-I ] 
., +~ ( ! = 2 , 4  :B ( I + I ) * ~ I , ~ K  I - I ]  ) ) ) 
C mEADE I'~ OUT~T~DI~fG £ECUPITIES + 
C ~]EW !.q~UE~ nE CD']. ,qECURITIES 
C SOLD IN U.S., BET~'~E~I C#NADA 
C ~91~ U. q. 
E 5 TB,~u,q=B+B%D (C}TPC) +B*D (GUPUS) 
2 + (n*RI}~m~) [0,-3] 
P~ 23 RECU~P-!VF FU~]CT!O~Lq 
C Lr~Nq TERW U.K. IN~ERE~ ~ D~TE 
S IF (TI~'F. qT. 6q. ) GOTO 1nO 
C ~V~qE~!ZE T}'D,U Iq6 ~ 
E 11 9LUK=~LItK 
V qt~TO 101 
~I On Co}~m!'T[ ~ 
E 11 T~T,UV=I.2~Tq 
F l n  I PO~'TT"TmF 
C U.K. TRFA~fm!" BILL  ~_A~"E 
S IF (TI~E. GT. 60. ) GemO 25 
C E~OGFt]IZV TVRU lq6n 
E 12 Pqm~Tq[=~GmnUX 
F GOTO 26 
F25 CO'imI~UE 
E 12 n C, T~UV=I.3~RqTBU~ 
F26 CO~TT~]pF 
C f~. S. I~DU~TPTAL PqODf~Cm!q}~, I ~ 61 = 100. 
E I US!P=B+Be![]n~I+B~INI1+BS!N22+B~IN30 
C OECD !}7~TT~TP!AY, PRODf~Cm!O?] 
E 2 ~EPDIP= (66.66"[;~IP+33.31! *OIP)/I00.0 
B 25 G~O~ OUT~UT.q 

mEAT,* 8 V 
F ]'{=1 
F DO 11 I=I,51 
F Y=n. 0 
F nO In J=1,8~ 
S ~.'=Y+~ (~') *F ( ' GR~]C~ ' +J- 1 ) 
~' 10 " = ~ +  I 
F l l  9 ( I ) = Y  
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For the CANDIDE project, 
-ODGE?! was implemented to allow for the 
processing of a 2,0D0 variable model. 
~nder OS/360, the program runs in a 
region size of almost I~K, exclusive of 
buffer area. Blocks were processed 
individually; and the resultant object 
code was stored as separate files. This 
allowed us to introduce variants of 
"rules" for simulation at the blocP level 
with each object deck stored as a 
separate file. It also eased the file 
management problem as equations in 
several of the blocks were res~ecified. 

SIMULATION, AI~ALYSI ,q OF RE SVI,Tg, A~D 
REPORT GENERATIOn7 

In the CA~DIDE project, the 
simulation software was used first by the 
small team of economists who defined the 
model in terms of the t~ODGEH "language" 
to ensure that the specification of 
equations in the model code was 
equivalent to that used in the estimation 
process. This, therefore, represented 
part of the second research stage, or 
that concerned with the definition of the 
model. This "residual check" is achieved 
by using actual values for all variables 
on the right-hand side of e--~h equation 
in the solution of the model. If the 
coding of equations in the estimation 
process and that defining equations in 
the model are the same, if all identities 
are properly coded, and if no data 
changes have been made to the master tape 
between the estimation phase and the 
simulation stage, then the residuals of 
all identities in the model should equal 
zero and those of all stochastic 
equations should equal the residuals 
generated by the estimation process. In 
fact, residual checks on individual 
blocks for the CANDIDE model were 
performed as they became available and 
little calendar time was lost in this 
stage of the model's development. 
Initially this comparison of estimation 
and residual results was done by eye; 
more recently, additional software has 
been used to compare the results of the 
two runs and report only those series 
that diverge from each other by more than 
some user-specified degree of precision. 

After blocks, or sets of 
blocks, complete the "residual check" 
they then are simulated to review the 
dynamic properties of those subsets. At 
this point, the direct intervention of 
the project manager is critical. In this 
instance, the user-specified blocks are 
solved simultaneously, all others are 
treated as exogenous inputs to the 
system. This phase enabled us to examine 
particular sectors of the economy with 
respect to their past performance and to 
their theoretical reasonableness. On the 
basis of this, several equations were 
respecified. The process that had been 
followed for solving subsets of the model 

-- single-period and multi-period 
analysis -- wa~ adhered to for analysing 
the full system. The ability to alter 
convergence criteria at the equation 
level prove~ important because several 
identities that had been introduced into 
the model for reporting purposes, that 
were recursive, and that had small 
calculated values prevented solution of 
the system. Excention reports generally 
ena~,led us to ~uichlv identify these 
e~uations. Vor equations that require 
re-estimation, ammendments to the model 
have nroved to be reasonably simple. The 
model code for that bloc][ is reprocessed, 
and value~ for the coefficients are 
overridden at solution time. If new 
variables are require@ hv the model, they 
are introduced as symbolic variables that 
have been define~ for this purnose at the 
beginning of the model'q construction. 
Tt is not necessary to reproce~s all of 
the model's definition each time a change 
in specification occ~rs. 9ince the speed 
of convergence is affected hy the order 
of the equations, the user can control, 
at ~e blocP level, the order for the 
solutiop of block~ at each iteration. 
The solution of a bloc]i, or blocks, can 
he repeated within one iteration. In the 
CA~TDIDV model, for example, several major 
agaregate~ that are frequently used on 
the right-han~ side of the wage mechanism 
are solve~ prior to that block; they in 
turm, depen~ on wages and are solved 
again to Dic]~ uo the information gained; 
finally they serve as important inputs to 
the price formation blocks. This reduced 
the number of iterations required for 
convergence in each period by about 25 
per cent, althou~ so~e additional time 
was used in each iteration. 

~unctions of SOLt'TTON 

5 basic set of controlling 
soft~are --SOLt'TTO~ -- to~etber with the 
executable code describin~ t~e model that 
is generated ~v ~,~DnE~ constitutes the 
simulation software, mhe ~asic features 
of the softy,are include: 

I. The ability to make 
residual, single-period, and 
multi-period runs. 
2. Any subset (controlled at 
the block level) of the model 
can he proceqsed. 
3. Exception reporting is 
nrovided to aid in analysing 
the convergence properties of 
the model. 
q. ronveroence criteria and 
damping factors can be 
introduced at the equation 
level. 
5. '~ew assumptions (changes to 
exoaenous variables) can be 
introduced ~.,it~out affecting 
the ma~ter file. 
6. Chan~e~ to the values of 
coefficients can be 
introduce~. 
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7. A small number of control 
cards (as few as two) is 
required to cause execution. 
And 
8. All the values required to 
simulate one period only are 
held in core thereby 
minimizing core requirements 
and making the program size 
independent of the number of 
periods simulated. 
The solution of systems of 

nonlinear, simultaneous equations 
requires substantial judgement and 
understanding of the properties of the 
actual system of equations to be solved. 
"any sophisticated algorithms have been 
developed to cope with multiple 
solutions, local options, and 
saddlepoints. Fortunately, most 
econometric models are not difficult to 
solve. We use the Gauss-Ceidel procedure 
because of its ease in programming, 
relatively low core requirements, and 
modest computer costs. As with ot~er 
iterative procedures, the error ~uild-up 
from the limited word size of the machine 
is restricted to the error accumulation 
in one iteration. With this method, the 
ordering of equations and the choice of 
convergence and damping criteria are 
important. Features are incorporated in 
the program so that the solution can be 
tailored for a particular econometric 
model. No doubt, as ne~, types of 
nonlinearities are introduced into 
econometric models, other solution 
algorithms will be necessary. Users also 
are encouraged to attempt solutions with 
differing starting values ~o assure that 
the system converges to the same solution 
set. To date, we have not encountered 
models %~ith multiple solutions in the 
same "neighborhood", although a 
8iscussion of this problem appears in 
[6] 

The ~ODqEN program produces 
V.S.%. Standard FORTRAI] code and the 
basic simulation program is written to 
the same specifications. Presently the 
system has been used only under C~-67/CMS 
and OS/360. For the CA~DIDE project, the 
entire model requires approximately 35nI( 
of core, exclusive of ~uffer areas. T~sing 
overla~ techniques, %,e bare manaqed to 
reduce the core requirements to less than 
]50K, but only at the cost of greatly 
increased execution time. 

~eport Generation 

The output of the simulation 
program optionally is directed both to 
the printer and to a sequential file. 
Output is ordered by period. To 
facilitate analysis of the model, the 
latter file can be transposed into time 
series and is reconstructed as a 
DATABANK-structured file. This enabled 
us, in the CANDIDE project, to quickly 
disseminate the results of simulations to 
a large number of economic specialists. 

~or purposes of a full report, the 
DATAPA~]K'structured file was processed by 
the D~mREP program. Individual 
analysts ,~zere able to focus on specific 
variables by using ~S~AGER to perform 
residual and multiplier analyses, plots, 
and reports for management. This 
procedure nrevented any bottlenecks in 
analysis because the economists were 
familiar ~,ith the manipulative system 
from the estimation phase. 

CRn~S-'~F~FE~E!IC~e A!!D OTHER ES~E~TIALS 

Data revisions, particularly 
for more recent periods, are a dismal 
fact of life in economic research. And 
the change of one data point in the 
sample perio4 reauires the re-estimation 
of all equations that use that data point 
on the right-hand side of the equation. 
A cross-reference mad of all variables, 
therefore, has been incorporated into the 
MOD~F ~ program as an optional by-product. 
The map also is used to "clean up" the 
~F-n~TC table, i.e., to reduce the 
number of lag periodq available for any 
variable. 

mhe recor~ produce@ by ~DGE:] 
for the cross-reference map also are used 
by a small program that implements 
Steward's a!gorit~m for optimally 
ordering equations [7]. In the CAND!DE 
project, this was implemented to order 
blocks, and equations within blocks. 
Re-orderina e~uations within bloc)~s 
presentq no important problem, because 
this requires only repositioning the 
equations withiD the block. To reorder 
all of the variables in the model, 
ho~Tever, would mean a complete 
reprocessing of the model beginning with 
the use of DATAPqFP an~ reconstruction of 
the ~eTE-~!C file. We have not done so 
because of the ~till volatile nature of 
the model's specification. For smaller 
models implementation of the algorithm 
would be a minor task. 

SU~ARV AND CONPI.TTgYONS 

It can be argued that the 
follo~,inq modifications and/or extensions 
to the soft~Tare should he made. 
Presentlv, the user is required to learn 
4,o "langua~en"; one for the estimation 
phase an@ another for model definition. 
To define both of them in the 
~uasi-al~c'~raic form used as input to 
'~ODGE[1%,ould require the use of direct 
access techniques for maintenance of the 
data base and the development of a system 
to manage an equation bank. Because the 
for~er ~,ould impose constraints on 
implementation an~ the latter would 
impose a far more complicated system of 
control on the researchers as well as 
require frequent updating of tables, ,~.e 
are not fully convinced of their merit. 
The system is desioned for large memory 
machine~, a!thouch the amount of memory 
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required is adjustable (about 1~ changes 
to the source code). 

The soft,,are has the follo,~ing 
merits. It is fully operational for a 
very large econometric model. The system 
assist~---~-~-n the tasks of data management, 
estimation, solution, and--~lysis. There 
is substantial error-checking bet~Teen all 
parts of the nrocess and various 
documentation aids produced. Generall,,, 
little training of economists is required 
to enable them to develop a model from 
the beginning. All programs are fully 
documented. The CANDIDE model was 
constructed and is maintained exclusively 
by economic researchers. Approximately 
I0 hours in the classroom were required 
to train the team to use the full set of 
simulation soft~are. Another tl-8 hours 
of classroom instruction has been 
required to teach the ~¢ASSAGER program to 
those not previously familiar with the 
package. Given our view that the 
econometric research process usually is 
staged, the system is designed as a set 
of distinct modules. Although the 
softvzare is used on o~/360 and under 
CP-67/CMS, not all programs an 
implemented are machine-dependent. In 
particular, the estimation phase, 
simulation of a developed model, and 
analysis of the model are essentially 
implementation-independent. 
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